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Christianity 101
2009-07-13

you mean to say you don t know the meaning of monophysitism hypostatic union infralapsarian traducianism chiliastic pneumatomachian
cheer up you don t have to have thousand dollar vocabulary in order to grasp the priceless basics of christianity christianity 101 bridges the
gap between biblical scholarship and people who want to understand the christian faith this book presents eight basic doctrines of
christianity the bible god christ holy spirit human beings redemption the church and the last things in clear simple language that gives
seasoned christians a fresh understanding of the bible and its teachings and puts new christians on familiar terms with christian doctrine
gilbert bilezikian does not shape his analysis of these doctrines in the worn out rationalistic categories of older systematic theologies but in
vibrant dynamic language designed to communicate biblical truths to contemporary believers

Christianity 101
2009-03-02

in eight discussion oriented sessions that can be used in group settings or for personal devotions you will learn who god is who jesus and
the holy spirit are what sin is and how we are saved from it what is the purpose of the church what are the sacraments where the bible
came from why prayer is important and more whether readers are new to church or have grown up in one the easy to understand language
makes this a perfect resource for everyone

Christianity 101: An Introduction to Faith, Participant's Guide
2021-04

this study explores topics such as who god is where the bible came from what purpose the holy spirit serves what role the church plays in
our lives and more

Christianity 101: An Introduction to Faith, Leader's Guide
2021-04

this study explores topics such as who god is where the bible came from what purpose the holy spirit serves what role the church plays in
our lives and more

Christianity 101
2005-12-19
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this compact book for laity introduces the major concepts of the christian faith in a quick easy to read fashion the author begins with a brief
overview of christian history from biblical times to the present with references to key people and events that shaped the faith he follows
this with sections on god jesus and the holy spirit for each of these topics he sketches the basic ideas of the bible and then shows how
christians in different centuries and contexts have applied these ideas to their own lives and circumstances author james white shows us
the variety of christian ideas about god but puts it all in order so that laypeople can understand how it all fits together the end result is an
inspiring overview of christianity in its theological diversity and its continuing relevance for today showing believers just how rich this deep
tradition of faith can be the book includes discussion questions and a glossary and is ideal for use in adult study groups

Christianity 101
2007

christianity 101 is an introductory text for college level courses in christian theology the text provides a history of christian thought in each
of the key areas of christian theology and discusses the major debates and thinkers in the tradition

Evidence for Faith 101
2008

free of clichés or rhetorical arguments a primer on christian apologetics tackles vital questions people of all ages and beliefs are asking
presenting evidence from the world history and lives of people who have been changed by something bigger than themselves original

Growing as a Christian 101
2005-01-01

christianity is more than a system of beliefs or even an experience it s a completely new life in this fresh new look at the essentials of the
christian walk bruce bickel and stan jantz offer practical wisdom and penetrating insights into such foundational topics as the bible why to
read it and how to understand it prayer how to have an authentic conversation with god the holy spirit how to experience god s power and
presence every day readers will find the encouragement they need to continue making steady progress in their spiritual lives chapter
summaries reading lists for further study and questions for reflection and discussion make this a perfect tool for personal or group use

World Religions and Cults 101
2005-03-01

why are there so many religions do they basically teach the same thing bruce and stan address these questions and more as they take a
close look at some of the world s major religions and belief systems from islam to jehovah s witnesses and from new age spirituality to
atheism darwinism and naturalism world religions and cults 101 features key teachings of each religion quick glance belief charts brief
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biographies of leaders study questions for group or individual use suggested reading readers will also discover why spiritual searching is
universal how each religion compares to christianity the characteristics of cults and what makes christianity unique formerly titled bruce
stan s guide to cults religions and spiritual beliefs

Christianity 101 Unit 3
2017-03-10

finally the third book of the christianity 101 series after books one and two you have heard the bad news hell is real and we are all going
there but there is also good news the gospel good news is that we can be saved from hell so in this third book of the series we explain how
jesus will save us and what our role is in the whole thing some of the questions answered include what has jesus done to save us is the plan
of salvation different now than it was in the old testament do we have a part to play in our salvation what does it mean to have faith what is
real repentance when do we actually get saved what does it mean to be born again why do i still sin can you lose salvation what is the
unforgivable sin is there a purpose for baptism

Now That You're a Christian
2008-03-01

from bruce bickel and stan jantz authors of knowing the bible 101 a trim 45 page booklet is perfect for new believers christians who want a
handy evangelistic tool and churchgoers who are ready to rediscover the essentials of the christian life readers will immediately connect
with bruce and stan s honest encouraging responses to questions new christians often ask what do i do next am i expected to follow some
rules and regulations what have i gotten myself into brief chapters on eternal security new life in christ and the ministry of the holy spirit
set the tone for this clear and compelling introduction to the faith with their engaging straightforward style bruce and stan explain what god
has done for humanity what god wants people to do so they can know him better and how individuals can reflect the love of christ to the
world

Christianity 101
2017-08-15

in today s world of complicated messages the author of christianity 101 delivers a refreshingly simple but profound message of god s love
his grace and an understanding of who you are as a believer whether you are a new follower of christ or have been a believer for many
years the insightful lessons in christianity 101 will give you a fresh perspective on the basics those who have used and are presently using
this material have discovered a solid means of establishing their own foundation of christian faith as well as a priceless tool to help disciple
others christianity 101 is designed as a discipleship tool to be used one on one or in a classroom setting
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Knowing God 101
2004-05-01

in the new christianity 101 series bruce bickel and stan jantz provide their easy to understand explanations about facets of the christian
walk in a style that invites believers and seekers to discover god his word and his promises for daily living this book is brimming with joy
readers of all backgrounds will love the inspiring descriptions of god s nature his personality and his activities curious inquirers and earnest
seekers will find straightforward responses to essential questions about god eternity where did god come from the trinity is god three
people or is he one the bible did god really communicate his own thoughts to us perfect for personal study or group use formerly titled
bruce stan s guide to god

Christianity 101 Unit 1
2017-03-10

this is the first in a series of christianity 101 studies each of the basic and foundational doctrines of christianity as listed in the book of
hebrews 6 1 3 will be covered through the series of bible studies this unit s focus is on having faith in god and understanding the bible
beginning with the question of god s existence this will explain a number of mysteries falsehoods and misunderstood beliefs about god and
the bible here are a few of the questions you will find answered in this christianity 101 unit 1 book does god exist how can we know which
one is the right god who wrote the bible can we trust the bible why are there so many different translations how can we know which one is
best to use where did they all come from what are the devices of satan how can we be a strong witness how can we properly understand
the bible what about contradictions what and who is the trinity

Christianity 101
2017-11-14

what exactly is a christian many people will tell you that a christian is someone who believes in god does good things to get into heaven
and then forces their faith onto others is this true if god is good why do bad things happen if god is loving why would he send good people
to hell unfortunately these questions and others like it can stump current believing christians into answering simply with uhm despite the
vast majority of the united states claiming to be christian we live in a world where most christians can hardly explain the basic
fundamentals of their own faith this has produced a judgmental group of believers who spout hate at anyone who believes differently than
they do has divided our churches and has made it so that christians live no differently than their fellow non believing citizens overall this
book will use scripture to explain who christ wants his people to be it will help you answer the tough questions you will get from the world
and discern true christian teachings from false rabble for you nonbelievers out there i encourage you to read this as well see what a
christian truly is for yourself not what the media tells you we are finally i pray that this book helps everyone who reads it discover the grace
mercy and love of christ i pray that this book will inspire you to pursue the lord with all your heart as the scriptures say the fear of the lord
is the beginning of wisdom prov 9 10 niv and you will seek me and find me when you seek me with all your heart jer 29 13 niv
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Christianity 101
2020-09-20

guiding you through your christian journey in a series of three books this first book makes reading and understanding the bible easier it
provides visuals and summaries for each book of the bible other pertinent information is also included to help new christians establish a
firm foundation from which to start their spiritual journey some topics covered are 1 history structure and purpose of the bible 2 summaries
for each of the 66 books in the bible 3 different translations of the bible 4 different types of bibles sizes intended readers etc 5 maps of
early mission trips 6 names of god 7 definitions of christian terms future books christianity 102 growing in your faith a practical guide to
help you grow in your faith as an individual and in the christian community includes answers to frequently asked questions christianity 103
maturing in your faith a practical guide to help you mature in your faith including ways to apply your knowledge and turn it into action

Christianity 101
2000-01-01

why has christianity failed to inspire the world what has gone wrong what can be done to make it right this book asks and answers these
questions and more read common sense answers and observations based on the author s own journey from christianity to atheism and
back this book is a no holds barred gut check for anyone seeking spiritual truths

Christianity 101 Progress Report. Grade D-
2006-05

back to basics today the message of eternal salvation is muddied unclear most of the church world in our time knows next to nothing about
the cross of jesus christ the subject of hell is an unmentionable word a feel good meet my needs message is pandering to the flesh
consigning millions of church goers to an eternity without god if we are listening to the wrong gospel we are being deceived confusion
abounds what is salvation can i lose it what are the basics of the faith can i trust the bible these and many more questions are answered in
this easy to read book

Biblical Christianity 101
2020-08-15

bruce bickel and stan jantz the coauthor team of the christianity 101 series have written more than 20 books exploring important beliefs
and questions of the christian faith in response hundreds of readers have asked them tough questions about life and living the christian
faith now this duo shares their answers to more than 200 of those questions including why is grace important if we believe we are always
saved what happens when we die is christ the only way to salvation what about other religions how can we know there is a god is the bible
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true readers will appreciate the authenticity and depth of the questions and the clear biblical answers that offer substance and sustenance
for the faith journey rerelease of bible answers for life s big questions

Bible Answers 101
2009-04-01

i can t imagine a college student skeptic doubter christian struggler who wouldn t benefit from this book kevin deyoung for many young
adults the college years are an exciting period of selfdiscovery full of new relationships new independence and new experiences yet college
can also be a time of personal testing and intense questioning especially for christian students confronted with various challenges to
christianity and the bible for the first time drawing on years of experience as a biblical scholar michael kruger addresses common
objections to the christian faith the exclusivity of christianity christian intolerance homosexuality hell the problem of evil science miracles
and the reliability of the bible if you re a student dealing with doubt or wrestling with objections to christianity from fellow students and
professors alike this book will equip you to engage secular challenges with intellectual honesty compassion and confidence and ultimately
graduate college with your faith intact

Surviving Religion 101
2021-03-22

christianity 101 the abc s and 123 s of the faith highlights some of the most basic christian principles for the staunch christian this book will
prove elementary but for the babe in christ and the curious minds this book is ideal for addressing the fundamentals of the christian faith

God 101
2006-05

in the new christianity 101 series bruce bickel and stan jantz provide their easy to understand explanations about facets of the christian
walk in a style that invites believers and seekers to discover god his word and his promises for daily living dealing with prophecy and the
end times in their contemporary down to earth way bruce and stan present the bible s answers to readers big questions is the end really
near can we know what is the rapture who is the antichrist what is his role in the tribulation inquisitive christians and receptive seekers will
gain valuable insight from this manual s clear biblical picture of what is to come formerly titled bruce and stan s guide to bible prophecy

Christianity 101
2020-01-04

units 4 and 5 of the christianity 101 series dives into the subjects of the holy spirit and the laying on of hands there are so few who really
understand the work power and gifts of the holy spirit while the bible should always be our ultimate source of understanding god has also
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given teachers to help guide us that is what this entire series is it is only a guide to aid in our understanding some of the questions that this
book answers includes who is the holy ghost what is the seal of the holy ghost how does the voice of god sound what makes someone a
prophet how does the holy spirit work when are you baptized in the holy ghost what is the evidence of the holy spirit is he given by the
laying on of hands what is a blessing and a curse how can we operate in the gifts of the holy spirit

Bible Prophecy 101
2004-07-01

with extensive biblical knowledge and a fresh contemporary perspective bruce bickel and stan jantz provide an easy to understand
approach to god s written message as they provide a user friendly overview of the origin themes and context of the bible pack in maps
references learning aids and useful details reveal god s love and plan of salvation for humankind encourage study with a personal three
month plan this is a must have resource for readers who have been planning to get serious about bible study longtime believers new
christians bible study leaders and even seekers who want to read the bible for the first time formerly titled bruce stan s guide to the bible

Christianity 101 Unit 4 and 5
2017-03-11

this user friendly guide helps laypersons learn the basics of christian theology or why we believe what we believe

Knowing the Bible 101
2003-07-01

this is the second book in our christianity 101 bible studies in this book the topics of sin death and eternal judgment are explained some of
the questions answered in this book include what is sin why did god put the tree of knowledge in the garden what is death what happens
after we die is hell really a literal place of eternal torment what is hell like are we born already guilty of sin why do bad things happen to
good people does punishment in hell really fit the crime how is the new testament different from the old did jesus sin by healing on the
sabbath

Christian Faith 101
2000

the apostle paul s letter to the romans sets forth the things a christian needs to know to be firmly grounded and established in christian
faith christianity 101 examines each of the areas paul addressed in detail comparing them to other passages to help clarify paul s meanings
each major topic is divided up into smaller more easily understood sections based on paul s own writings starting with man s need for a
savior it examines how salvation is possible and what part baptism plays it then considers the part the holy spirit plays in the christian s
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daily life once the individual understands what god has done for him in saving him it moves to the results of a sound christian faith
including witnessing to others walking in the spirit edifying the church and personal ministry without such a sound basis it is unlikely the
christian will ever be able to live a life that is pleasing to god

Christianity 101 Unit 2
2017-03-10

discover the origins and traditions of world religions with so many religions in the world it isn t always easy to recall each faith s key
influences spiritual figures and dogmas written in easy to understand language religion 101 offers a fascinating and memorable glimpse at
the sacred stories traditions and doctrines that have influenced today s most popular religions from jesus and the four noble truths to the
buddhist wheel of existence this book provides you with thought provoking insight into the customs and beliefs of common faiths like
christianity judaism buddhism and islam inside you will also discover hundreds of important religious facts illustrations and thought puzzles
that you won t be able to find anywhere else so whether you re looking to unravel the mysteries of existence and meaning or just want to
find out what kabbalah is all about religion 101 has all the answers even the ones you didn t know you were looking for

Christianity 101
2013-04-17

christianity 101 is a fast paced must read for new and seasoned christians alike to delve deeper into their studies and test the riches and
understanding of their doctrinal views

Religion 101
2013-11-01

christian is not just a name that can be taken and be used as an excuse some have tried to weasel their way out of paying full price
because you are a christian and so am i just what does it mean to be a christian that s what this book is about just because someone has
confessed jesus as their savior does that give him the right to call himself a christian what does it mean to call jesus your lord

Christianity 101
2008-12-05

for god so loved the world that he gave his only begotten son that whosoever believeth in him should not perish but have everlasting life
these words of jesus recorded in john chapter 3 verse 16 are perhaps the most well known in the bible but what do they actually teach in
this booklet bob dickie shows that in this one sentence we have a complete and concise summary of the gospel the good news of god s
grace to mankind as he examines the details of the verse he clearly shows that it actually contains all the basic and elementary facts of
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what it means to be a christian in what he refers to as authentic christianity 101 he brings out four main themes the existence of god the
nature of god the gift of god the promise of god in so doing he shows how an understanding of this one verse will not only shed light on
what true christian faith is but will also ensure a person knows how best to be prepared for heaven

Christianity 101
2014-01

beginner s guide for new christian believers to give them the essential tools to begin living a live in christ

Authentic Christianity 101
2007-09-01

what would be the content of a christianity 101 class in other words what is elementary christianity to avoid pet doctrines and the inevitable
differences of opinion we should see what the bible itself describes as the elementary doctrines or the foundational principles of the faith
these are enumerated in hebrews 6 1 2 as repentance from sin faith toward god baptisms plural the laying on of hands the resurrection of
the dead and eternal judgment listening to the amount of heated discussion in the body of christ on these topics we soon realize that as a
whole the body of christ doesn t even have a good handle on the elementary doctrines yet the bible says much on these doctrines that is
often overlooked by those doing only a casual study this book looks at the scriptures pertaining to these six topics in great detail and then
speculates on what it might mean to go beyond these foundational teachings as hebrews 6 1 encourages us to do

Christianity 101
2009-09

entering a church and listening to a sunday sermon for the first time can be like picking up a good novel but starting from the middle of the
book growing in a new subject can be difficult for some the learning curve may seem enormous the starting point is key this is the journey i
hope to take with you starting from the beginning to help bring understanding to christianity s foundational truths teachings structure and
its written handbook the bible think of this as your personal guidebook on the subject of christianity book excerptsthe primary readers of
this book will be those that are looking for ways to understand their faith whether new to the subject or someone that has been at it for a
while or someone that is looking at christianity to see what it is all about either way the end result will be you end up with foundational
knowledge on the subject and the next time you walk into a situation where christian doctrine or teaching is part of the discussion you will
not feel out of the loop you will not feel you just walked into the middle of the conversation but will be a little more confident in joining in
the conversation it may be you will find yourself knowing a little more than the one standing next to you for the first time perhaps to where
you could help them along their spiritual journey p 12
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Going Beyond Christianity 101
2015-10-11

is mormonism a protestant denomination this handbook details mormon belief and reveals how it diverges significantly from christian
orthodoxy

Christianity 101
2020

a refreshingly honest and often humorous look at some believers outlandish behaviors helps bridge the communication gap between
christians and non christians helping christians share their beliefs more freely without judgmental attitudes hypocrisy and condemnation
original

Mormonism 101
2000-05

simple yet comprehensive this guide offers a witty discussion of the scientific difficulties with the theory of evolution evidence pointing to
creation and intelligent design the christian approach to science and how genesis relates to the latest findings while challenging the reader
to think clearly and critically about the facts and opinions of science and their impact on our understanding of the bible original

I'm Fine with God... It's Christians I Can't Stand
2008-01-01

do you ever wish that you knew some very basic things about god when you first committed your life to him this book is an exposition into
how the truth and power of the word of god can transform the lives of the people who believe in jesus christ do you know that god is the
ultimate symbol of trust and commitment to all who need to depend on someone there is a far reaching benefit from godliness that cannot
be obtained apart from faith because faith in god through christ jesus is a firm foundation upon which we who believe can truly rest faith
gives substance to something that does not exist physically but can be conceived in our hearts spoken about and believed in the believer
cannot pursue purpose without gaining a deep and life changing revelation of his identity in christ jesus this book is worth reading read
more a christian for more than 15 years robert odam has studied basic christian growth taught bible study classes and designed and
directed new converts classes his book is based on subjects he personally developed and taught in his current church when he was
superintendent of bible study classes he believes the topics in this book are as relevant today as ever and it will continue to be as long as
there are more christians coming to god robert odam is currently a minister in his church in crystal minnesota dr robert odam is also a full
time family practice doctor who works out of a medical clinic in minneapolis minnesota
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Creation & Evolution 101
2004-04-01

Christian Life 101 I Wish I Knew These Things
2008-09
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